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Weekly Dose Page Change Indicator Guidelines 
 

 Double-spacing is often requested when a reader is learning braille. 
Just insert a blank line before and after a page change indicator.  

 When a new print page begins in the middle of a braille page, the 
print page number is preceded by the page change indicator. 

 There is no space between the page change indicator and the first 
symbol of the print page number.  

 Something to remember: The presence of the print page change 
indicator does not affect the use of blank lines.  

 Insert a blank line before the page change indicator when the text 
ending the print page would normally be followed by a blank line, 
for example a LIST.  

 Use only one blank line right after a page change indicator when the 
guidelines require a blank line before and after a page change 
indicator. 

 If the page change indicator would fall on line 25, move it to the 
next braille page.  

 The page change indicator can be placed on line 1 if no running head 
is used.  

 If the page change indicator would fall at the top of a braille page, 
and a running head is used, place the page change indicator on line 
2. No blank line is required between the running head and the page 
change indicator.  

 When format requires a blank line before and after a page change 
indicator, retain only the blank line after the page change indicator.  

 
 
 



In Summary… 

 Blank line after list, before page change indicator  

 Blank line follows or precedes displayed material and the page 
change indicator  

 Blank line after page change indicator and before exercises and 
directions  

 Blank line after page change indicator and before headings  

 Blank line between page change indicator and top box line  

 Blank line between page change indicator and new stanza   
  

Extra credit learning: If you have a typeform passage indicator is in use, 
such as, an italic passage indicator, it DOES NOT need to be terminated 
before the page change indicator. 
 
Source: Unified English Braille Formats  


